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INVESTIGATION OF SOME WAKE VORTEX CHARACTERISTICS OF AN INCLINED OGIVE-
CYUNDER BODY AT MACH NUMBER 2 ‘

By LFJLANDH. JORGENSENand EDWARDW. PERXINS

SUMMARY

h an inclined body of revolution at a free+tremn Mach
number of 1.98, ~“tot-prasure dtiribti”mw in t-h @w jield,
premure dtitributions omr the body, and dmwmh distribuii.ww
tlwough ihe sk-d tmtice8 huve been measured. The body con-
m“8tedof a jinenew-ratio~, circular-arc, ogiwd no8e tungent to
a qilindrical afi%body 7.3 d&nn.e&r8long. % free-stream
Reynolds numbers, bawd on body dtimeier, weie 0.16X10e and
O.@ XIOO, and the angle-of-athzck range waa from 6° to 30°.
Prexsure distribwhkns on the body eurface have been wed in
conjunctwn withjhu+eld contourpl.otsof corwtanipitot pressure
to dehwminethe approximuti locatiom at which the vortixx ltft
tile body eurface and their path downstream.

To aid in the study of the ezperinwntal data, expression
huvebeenwrittenfor ti$mo abowia simple theoreti.d modalin
which the &ui?ucedji%o W in any ero8si%wplane along the
qilhdrical afterbodyit?representedby the tiwmmprtxsible8teudy
potential jlow around a cylinder in the pre+wnceof two sym-
metricalvortices of equal strength. By the u-se of mlocity and
vortm strength formula-e resulting from conmlieralion of this
theoreticalmodel, vorta pdh-s which agree well with the experi-
mentalpaths huvebeencompuled. However, in compwii~ these
paths, 8hZti?19 Vorm pOSitiO?lS and strength determinedfrom
experinwti werewsed,since thereix no reliabletheoreticalmethod
for detw-miningthae sta&w mnddionx.

Compariwns of theweiical and tupenm.eniido%wnwmhangle
distributions along a line through the flortex cen#er8ilihmtrate
the inadequmy of the sometimes-weedpoteniial j%w abti a
cylinder which fails to accowntfor the prewwe of viwtica in
thejbw.@i?ii. E&ept t.hugh and betweenthe vori% cor.a, b
downwashcan be clo8e-lycompu&dby mwumi~ two symnwiricd
potenlial vortices in the @ jield. If the tiza of the core
radii are known, the agreenwni of theory with ezptimeni both
throughand betweentlu CCWGcan beimprovedby the a.wumption
of vi$couarather than potentiul vorticesin theji.eld.

INTRODUCTION

Ono phase of the general problem of the interference be-
twem component parts of aircraft is the interference effects
resulting from the vortices shed from a body of revolution at
large angles of attack. Wind-tunnel tests have shown that
these vortices can have a large effect upon the forma de-
veloped on wing and tail surfacea. Fortunately, techniques
are available for estimating the forces developed on the wing
aud tail surfaces provided the strengths and positions of the

body vortices are know-n(see, e. g., refs. 1 and 2). Although
as yet, there is no rigorous theoretical method for predicting
either the strengths or the positions of the vortices, certain
simplified methods for estimating these characteristics can
be snggeated.

The purpose of this report is twofold: first, to present ex-
perimented results of flow-field characteristics about an iu-
clined body of revolution and second, to assessthe adequacy
of a simplified method of estimating these characteristics.
To this end an inclin@ body of revolution has been utilized
for obttig measurements of body pressure distributions,
paths of the shed vortices, and dowmvash distributions
through the vortex cores Comparisons of computed vortex
paths and dowmvash distributions are made with the results
of the experimental measurements.

SYMROLS
A reference area, d
a radius of cylindrical portion of body
c a constant of integration

c. normal-force coefficient, ~ ‘ .

CNP
gA

normal-force coefficient by Tsien’s potential
theory

c, preswre coeiiicient, ‘*P

d body diameter
1 body length
la length of ogival nose
M fcee4ream Mach number
AT normal force
PI local static pressure on body
P free-stream static pressmre
P9 pitot pressure in body flow field (measured

parallel to body axis)
Pt free-stream total pressure

free-stream dynamic pressure
;e free-stream Reynolds number per inch
r* core radius of viscous vortex
r, radial distance from vortex center to point y,z

in crossflow plane
8 position of a point in crossflow plane, y+iz
t time of vortex growth
v, w induced velocities in y and z directions, re-

spectively .

v free4ream velocity
v. Crowilow velocity, V sin a= Va
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vortex velocity in crosstlow plane, 3=
Cartesian coordinates of point in space, origin

at nose vertex, z axis coincident with body
axis, z axis perpendicular to x axis in pitch
plane

cylindrical coordinates of point in space, origin
at nose vertex, z axis coincident with body
axis, and 0=0° in crossflow plane on w@d-
ward side

distancOfrom nose to vortex separation posi-
tion

angle of attack
circulation strength
local flow (dowmvash) angle with respect to

free-stream direction, afiv (3STotethat w is

taken with respect to body axes.)
position of vortex center in crossflow plane,

E+iT
Cartesian coordinates of vortex filament posi-

tion (referred to body axis with origin at
nose)

kinematic viscosity of air
free-stream air density
sidewash angle with respect to free-stream di-

rection, Zv
potential function in crossflow plane
stream function in crossflow plane

SIJEscmPTa
conditions at ‘%” distance from nose vertax
identdies real and image vortices

EXPERIMENTALCONSIDERATIONS
APPARATUS

The experimental investigation was conducted in the
Ames 1-by 3-foot supersonic wind tunnel N’o. 1. This tun-
nel is a closed-circuit variable-pressure tunnel in which the
Reynolds number is changed by varying the total pressure
within the approximate limits of one-~th of an atmosphere
to two atmospheres. ~lach nmb~ be~een 1-2 and 2-5

are obtained by adjustment of the upper and lower flexible
steel plate9 of the nozzle.

The model tested had a iineness-ratio-3, circular-arc, ogivaJ
nose tangent to a cylindrical afterbody 7.3 diameters long.
A single row of 23 ofices extended longitudinally over both
nose and afterbody. The model, which was constructed of
steel, was sting supported horn the rear and could be rotated
360° about its longitudinal & by a mechanism operated
from outside the tunnel. Pertinent model dimensions are
shown in @e 1 (a).

Sketches of the pitot-snrvey rake and survey cone which
were used to measure total pressuresand 10MJstream angles,
respectively, are shown in figures 1 (b) and 1 (c). Photo-
graphs of the model and survey cone apparatus are presented
in figures 1 (d) and 1 (e). The pitot-survey rake could be
mounted on the body at various model length positions and
could be rotated with the model about the model longitudinal
axis. The survey cone was supported on a movable strut

projecting from the steel side plate which replaced a tunnel
window (fig. 1 (d)). The cone could be positioned laterally
in the tunnel to within +0.01 inch by the use of a hand crank
and lateral position scale (fig. 1 (e)). In addition, the cone
could be pitched about the lateral strut rhs which passed
midway between the top and bottom (downwash) orifices of
the cone. The pitch angle could be set to within + 0.06°.

pressure leads from the body, pitot rake, and survey cone
were connected to a liquid manomet& system. The pressures
were photographically recorded.

TE3Ts AND RESULTS

All data were obtained for a free-stream Mach number of
1.98. The model was tested at angles of attack of 5°, 10°,
15°, and 20° for a free-strewn Reynolds number of 0.39X 10E
per inch and at an angle of attack of 16° for a Reynolds numb-
er of 0.13x 108 per inch (Reynolds numbers of 0A4X 10°
and 0.15X 10° based on body diameter). Circumferential
pressure distributions were obtained by rotating the model
through the desired range of circumferential angle (o). At
various model length stations (z/d) pitot-pressure distribu-
tions of the flow field were obtained also by rotating the model
about its longitudinal axis.

Dowmvash angle measurwnents were made along hori-
zontal lines perpendicular to the model pitch plane and pasa-
ing approximately through the vortex centem. The down-
wash angle surveys were made by the null-cone method in
which the cone is pitched until the pressuresmeasured at the
top and bottom cone oriiices indicate that the axis of the
cone is alined with the local stream. The repeatability of tho
measurements was checked by makiug random reruns.
Except at positions very close to the vortex centers whero
the induced velocity gradients were large, it was found that
the dowmvash angles generally could be repeated to within
&o.2°.

AU of the pressure data for the model surface were reduced
to coefficient form and are plotted in figures 2 through 6,
(The data are tabulated in ref. 3.). The pitot-pressure data
for the model flow field were reduced to the form of the ratio
of local pitot pressure to free-stream total prtwmm, pp/p:.
Contour plots of constant values of pJp~ are presented in
figures 2 through 6. Dowmvash angles, measured in degrees
with reference to the free-stream flow direction, are listed in
tablw I and II.

THEORE’I’ICALCONS~ERATIONS

Calculation of the interference effects resulting from~tho
vortices shed from a lifting body depends to a large extent
upon an understanding of the manner in which the vorticity
is discharged from the body and upon a satisfactory repre-
sentation of the induced flow downstream of the body nose.
From v%ml, flow studies (e. g., ref. 4) it is known that the
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---- Approxmmte minimum
meswre position

(a) Distance from nwiel vertex, x/d

6, deg

,=,: ‘*’$i&?w$’~~ou’~:~:,:k:;ke\A,, ,+/ Radial distance from mcdel oxis, &

(c) ‘ . —~

(a) Conetantp~e+oeffioient contours.
(b) Constant pitot—presmzreratio contours, xld= 7.61.

(o) ConAnt pitot—prwmre ratio contours, z]d= 10.28.

FIGUIWI2.—lkperimental contours of pr~e coefficient on the body
and pitot to free-stream toi%d—presure ratio in the ilow field; IV=
1.9S; Re=O.39X I@ per inch; a=5°.

physical flow field for moderate anglea of attack is approxi-
matesly as indicated in the foregoing sketch. ‘J’he vortex
formation for the body is somewhat similar to that for tho
slender triangular plan-form wing considered by Brown and
Michael (ref. 6). For both the body and the wing two spiral
vortex sheets are produced, with flow separation occurring on
the sides of the inclined body and on the leading edges of tho
wing. The sheetsroll up to form two regions of concentrated
vorticity. The large flow angles associated with these regions
of vorticity are responsible for interference effects. The
complex nature of the actual flow precludes an exact repre-
sentation of the three-dimensional flow field; hence, a simpli-
fied model of the refd flow must be chosen for study. In this
section of the report expressions for the flow about a simple
theoretical model are presented.

TEEOREiICAL MODEL AND BASIC FORMULAE FOR POTENTIAL AND
VELOCITIES IN THE PLOW FIELD

The assumption of slender-body theory that the flow is
independent of Mach number is made. It is assumed that
the induced flow- field in any crossflow plane along the
cylimh%xd afterbody can be adequately represented as the
steady two-dimensional, incompressible potential flow around
a circular cylinder in the presence of two symmetrical vortices
of equal strength. This representation in a crossflow plario
is shown in the following sketch. AJl of the vorticity is con-
sidered to be concentrated in the two external vortices, the
effects of the feeding vortex sheets being omitted. In addi-
tion, it is assumed that the vortices need be considered only
at positions downstream of the nose-cylinder junction. The
boundary condition of tangential flow at the body surface is
satisfied by placing image vortices within the body at tha
appropriate positions.
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The complex potential equation for the cross@ow is

(3 ;T in’srW=—V.i 8—: —~
– rl) (S–ra)

(8–{2) (&–r4)
(1)

where II’1 is the magnitude of the strength of each vortex;
s=~+iz is the position of a point in the field; and {1, ~~,~a,
and {4 are the positions of the reil and image vortices, with
~.=~.+inn. Resulting expressions from which the veloc-
ities induced at any position (y, z) can be calculated are aa

74=71

and
a~nlq3.q2.—

fl’+?ll’

(2)

(3)

I

Dowmvash and sidewash angles (with respect to the free-
stream direction) are then given approximately by e= a—
(w/V) and u= (v/V).

VZLOCITYBSLATIONSHIPS WITE VISCOUS VORTICZS

Because of the effects of viscosity, dowmvash and side-
wash distributions computed by equations (2) and (3) cannot
be espected to agree closely with experiment near to and at
the vortex centers. It is likely, however, that the agreement
of theory with experiment can be improved by substituting
theoretical viscous vortices for potential vortices in the flow
field. For a single isolated viscous vortex it has been shown
(ref. 6, p. 592) that the velocity varies according to the
eqmsion,

V,=$ (1–~-r.w) (4)
z

where
vr=_@w

T#=J(z—q)*+(y—g)~

~=kinematic viscosity
and

t=time of vortex growth

Whnt is assumed to be a viscous vortex is, in essence, a vo@x
hrwing a “solid” core with potential outer flow joined by a
transition region. In this transition region, at some radial
distance, re, from the vortex center the velocity reaches a
maximum. Using equation (4) it can be shown (see, e. g.,
ref. 7) that rx can be expressed as a simple function of time,
t,by

r*=2.24(& (5)

In this report r. is assumed to be the core radius of the
viscous vortex.

For the complete flow field, if it is assumed that both the
real and -image vortices have core radii which are equal in
magnitude, then approximate formulae for induced veloc-
ities in the field can be written as follows:

where
B= – 1.254(1/r*)’[(z–#+ (y-.fn)’]

It is of note that these formulae, due to the linear super-
position of a viscous onto a potential flow system, are not
mathematically rigorous and do not satisfy the body bound-
ary condition of zero normal velocity for all values of Oin
the crossflow plane. However, at least for positions through
and in the-victity of the vortices, their use can be justified
on the basis of good agreement between computed and ex-
perimental dowmvash distributions (discussed. later in the
report).

.

vOBTZXSTRZNGTHS,ORIGINS,ANDPATES

Vortex strengths,-For a theoretical model in which two
symmetrical vortices originate on and remain in the presence
of an infinitely long circular cylinder, the stiength of the
vortices at a given station, z, can be related to the normal
force on the portion of the cylinder between the origin of
the vortices and station z by the KuttaJoukowsliT law (see,
e. g., ref. 8). Thus, .

(iva,).=przv(2t, -2h)z (8)

For the considered theoretical model, which includes a
slender ogiva.1nose with a pair of symmetrical vortices origi-
nating on the cylindar or at the nose-cylinder junction, the
total normal force at a given z station can be approximated by

N.=(Nw,).+N..,, =pr.v(2&–2f,).+2qA (9)

Thus,
.-

‘ r (CN=–%)A

()T .= 4(.&.Qz
(lo)

where CN=is the coefficient of the total normal force devel-
oped from the nose vertex to the body-length station con-
sidered. The normal-force coefficient for the nose portion
of the body is the slender-body result of f&=2&. For this
theoretical model any so-called “lift carry-over” from the
nose onto the cylinder is neglected. The lift on the cylinder
is considered to be only that resulting tim the motion of
the vortices relative to the cylinder (the slender-body vahe
of lift being zero over the cylinder). Experimental data
(ref. 3), however, indicate that, even for the body at low
angles of attack (of the order of 50), there is a moderate
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amount of lift carry-over from the nose onto the cylinder.
Studies of these data have shown that this lift carry-over
can be accounted for, at least in part, by the use of Tsien’s
potential theory (ref. 9). Hence, a preferred hybrid ex-
pression relating vortex strength and position to normal-
force coefficient can be written as

() (G-CN,)ZA
+ .= 4(.5-.fJ=

(11)

where CNP is the normal-form coefficient computed by
Tsien’s theory. The use of equation (10) or (11) is, of course,
tantamount to assuming that only the so-called viscous
crmsflow component of the body normal force contributes to
the vortex strength.

Vortex origins.-No theoretical procedure is known for
predicting the positions of the origins of the vortices (that is,
the positions at which the vortices leave the body surface).
Qualitatively it is known that, as the angle of attack of the
body is increased, the boundary layer fit begins to thicken
on the downstream lee side. This is followed by separation
of the boundary layer and formation of two regions of con-
centrated vorticity in the wake on the lee side of the body.
Moore (ref. 10) has studied the three-dimensional boundary-
Iayer flow on inclined cones and has fo~d that on the lee
side of the cope, unique solutions to the claasical boundary-
layer-flow equations are limited to small angles of attack.
Beyond a certain critical angle of attack, dependent on Mach
number and cone angle, the boundary layer cannot remain
thin. The critical angle of attack is of the same order as the
semivertex angle of the cone. Moore presumes that, for
rtnglesof attack in excess of this critical value, the flat vortex
bubbles which have formed on the lee side of the cone must
be in the process of forming a symmetric pair of strong
vort,ices. Similar considerations probably apply for the flow
about inclined bodies other than cones. Consideration of
pressure distributions along streamlines on an inclined
cylinder indicate that, because of the adverse pressure
gradient, there is a tendency toward separation and formation
of a vortex bubble even at very low angles of attack. How-
ever, as yet there is no method for calculating the position on
an inclined body at which coalescence of the vorticity has
progressed to such a degree that a symmetric pair of steady
vortices are formed. Hence, ~erimental measurements
(some of which are presented in this report) must be relied
upon enti.rdy.

Vortex paths.-Wlth the aid of equations (2) and (3) the
prtths of the vortex centers can be computed by steptie
procedures if the origins and strengths of ‘the vortices are
known. For example, if a vortex position (f,~) and strength
(l?/V) are known, values of w/V and vJV induced at the fila-
ment of the vortex can be computed by equations (2) and
(3)? If in a given time interval M the vortex flament can
be considered to move (with respect to the body) an tial
distance AP.=VAt, a vertical distance Av=wAt, and a lateral
distance Ae=uAt; then,

t Ths more mmplexexmsslensj eqmtfens(6) and (7), ak cm b mad; kowevw, -tfdfy

tbe me rwoltaaroobtofned wfth ewmtlena (Z) and (3).

AV=AP(w/v) (12)
and

A$=AP(ti/~ (13)

Hence, for a small incremental distance AY, a new vortex
center position can be estimated by the use of equations (12)
and (13). Then if the strength of the vortex is known at
this new body length station and at succeeding stations, this
computation process may be repeated a su.fiicientnumber of
times to determine the path. If the normal-force distribution
over the body is Imown,a the vortex strength at each Ap
interval can be estimated by equation (11). The proper
spacing Ap of successive stations should be, of course, checkml
by trial and error. For the stepwise calculations made for
this investigation the experimental normal-force distributions
of reference 3 have been used.

DISCUSSION

In this section of the report the pressure distribution and
pitot-pressu.re data are used to illustrate the flow conditions
on the body which lead to the formation of the vortices and
to isolate the positions along the body at which the vorticity
is concentrated into two welldefined vortex centers. As an
aid in assessing the usefulness of the simple theoretical flow
model previously outlined, comparisons of computed vortex
paths and dowmvash distributions are made with the results
of the experimental measurements.

EXPERIMENTALPRRSSUREDISTRIBUTIONSANDVORTEXPOSITIONS

From a study of the pressure distributions on the surface
of the body and pitot-pressure distributions in the flow field
on the lee side of the body, the positions at which the body
vortices originated and the paths of the vortices downstream
from the origin can be determined. The body pressure
distribution data and the pitot-tube survey data have been
plotted in figures 2 through 6 to show constant pressure

contours for each of the teat conditions.’ On the contour
plots of body pressure coefficient, lines are shown to indicato
the circumferential positions of minimum pressure coeff-

icient (Cfl minimum with respect to 0), the dppro.xinmt e flow-
separation positions, and the circumferential locations of the
vortex centers. The minimum pre9sure positions, of course,
are obvious. The flow-separation and vortex-center positions
will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

The pitot-pressure plots are very useful for determining

the positions of the vortex centers. The vortex center posi-
tions, indicated in figures 3 through 6, are assumed to be at
the approximate centers of the smallest closed contoum of
p,lp,. It is interesting to note that these positions, when
superimposed on schlieren photographs of the flow field
taken with the knife edge horizontal, coincide with the inner
edges of.the dark vortex regions. (See, e. g., fig. 7.)

The conditions leading to flow separation and subsequent
formation of the vortices are perhaps best illustrated by
typical pressure distributions along approximate streamlines

$Iftbeno~m? Wbmn &not&wn fromOrperfmentItmnametlmeslx wmpnh
edbYa~@%4 metbxl (H& g.,ref.Y).

4SfnCOthePitOtm@$Oretn~Wwalmy6 elJnedtith thebxlytiondnot With the ]Od

Sb-eanl dfredfew mm of th@ fndfmted k3S9fn pitot promre remlta from the hinge Inolhmtlon

Oftlmstmam mletfvetotifmwoftba tow
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FIQURD7.—Typical mhlieren photograph of flow field with super-
imposed vortex path as measured from pitot-rake surveys; a=15°;
Re=0,39X100 per inch; iM=l.98.

on the cylindrical nfterbody (fig. 4).5 For a= 15° and Re=
0,39X 10eper inch, pressure distributions along the stream-
lines shown in figure 4 are plotted in figure 8. Along the.
streamlines the pressure decreases rapidly proceeding from
the windward toward the leeward side of the body. A mini-
mum pressure is reached near the side of the body. This is
followed by a rising pressure (adverse pressure gradient) and
eventual flow separation. The flow separation position is
assumed to coincide with the point at which the pressurethen
begins to decrease. Following flow separation a second mini-

JTbesostmmlfnm,WN waroderivti simplyfrommnsfdomtimoffnmm-la Wm-
tLIlllOW OVW on hcllned CLW.LW OYlfmk (- no VU* m~da), ~ dti~ by

9=2 tnn-w&~9.
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I?IOUBE S.—Preesure distributions along the stremnlhm shown in
figure 4; M=l.98; Reuo.39x I& per inch; a=15.

mum pressureoccurs (except for streamline a) at the approxim-
ate circumferential location of the -vortex center. (Al-
though the identity of the individual streamlines is lost
beyond the flow septwationpoint, these plots have been con-
tinued by dashed lines into the separated flow region to show
the influence on the pressure distrl%utionsof the secondary
flow associated with the vortices.)

From a study of the differences between the pressure dis-
tributions along the various streamlinescoupled with a study
of the pitot-pressure plots for various z/d positions, the ap-
proximate region of the origin of the vortices can be deter-
mined. For instance, for the pressure distribution along the
streamline labeled “a” there is no clear indication of flow
separation, nor is there any second minimum pressure that
has been associated with the location of the vortex core.
However, along the streamline labeled “b” there,is an indi-
cation of a vortex forming at an xJd position of about 4.
Since the pitot survey data (fig. 4) show that the vortices
are clearly developed at x/d=5.8, it is reasonable to assume
that the vortices originated at about 4 or 5 diameters from
the nose. From similar studies of the data for the other
angles of attack (5°, 10°, and 20°) additional i.dormation
concerning the approximate origin of the vortices has been
determined. In @me 9 the approximate length positions
at which the effects of the vortices were &t discernible in
the pressure distributions are plotted as a function of angle
of attack.

A considerable effect of Reynolds number upon the flow
about the inclined body of this investigation was previously
reported in reference 3. The changes in the pressure dis-
tribution and flow-separation characteristics at a= 15° for
an increase in Reynolds number from 0.13X106 to 0.39X106
per inch can be seen by comparing figures 5 and 4. Al-
though there is a significant effect upon the pressure dis-
tributions, comparison of corresponding pitot-pr~e plots
revetd only a small effect upon the vortax positions. For the
lower Reynolds number tests the positions of the vortex
centers at x/d=5.8 w-are approximately 0.1 body radius
farther from the body surface and about 5° closer to the
vertical plane of symmetry than for the higher Reynolds
number. At the baae of the body, x/d= 10.3, the locations

20

~ 16— — —
Vortics5 Sqomtsd

u-

%- 12
0
E
0

z 8

~
m
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o 1234567 8910
Distonm from model vertex, x/d

FIQUBE 9.—Approsimate body length positions at Reich vortio-
separated frombody; Af= 1.198.
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of the vortices were practically identical for both Reynolds
numbers.

VORTEX STRENGTHS COM.PUTEO FROM EXPERINXNT

To provide values of vortex strength to aid in assessing
the methods of computing the vortex paths and the dow-n-
tvash distributions, the strengths of the vortices at various
body length positions have been computed by equations (10)
and (11). They are presented nondimemionally in fignra
10 (a) as I’/2naV as a function of x/d. The calculations
ham been made using the experimental normal-force distri-
butions of referenm 3 with both measured and computed
vortex positions taken at various body length stations.
The measured vortex positions were obtained horn figures 3
through 6. Where the vortices are shown to be slightly
asymmetric, average values of the positions have been used.
The strengths obtained using computed vortex positions

Computed using measured vortex Computed by poth stepwke
positions (figs 3 through 6) and method (measured vortex
normol-force distributions (ref. 3) positions used only ot storting

— Eq.(10) x/d position)

——— Eq.(11) —-— Eq.(11)
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(a) Vortex strengthe computed from measured vortes positions and
normal-force distibutione; .Jf= 1.98.

(b) Correlation and comparison of vortex strengths.

FIGURE 10.—Vortes strengths computed from experiment.

(discussed later) resultfrom application of
calculation method previously outlined.

the stepwise path
In general, the

strengths of the vortices would be expected to increase with

distance downstream. l’t is believed that the small decreaaea
in some of the computed vortex strengths with distance
downstream are a result of approximations in the methods
used and do not actually exist.

The data of figure 10 (a) have -been replotted in figuro

10 (b) with the vortex strength parameter I’/2~aVa as a
function of the quantity (z–z,)a/a. Also included in figure
10 (b) are vortex strengths computed from crossflowmeasure-
ments around a cone-cylinder body at a= 10°) 16°, and 20°
(ref. 11). The vortex strengths for the cone cylinder were
determined by Raney (ref. 11) through adjusting theoretical
crossflow velocities to match measured ones. As shown in
iigure 9, the precise location of the separation position z, is
not known. It lies within a band of about one diameter
width. For the correlations in figure 10 (b), values of z,
were taken horn figure 9, a mean position through tho
uncertainty band being assumed. Values of x, for the
ogive~ylinder. body were used to correlate the data for the
cone-cylinder body. For small values of (x—z,)a/a, tho
differences between the vortex strengths for the two bodies
are appreciable. However, for larger values of the parameter
where body vortex effects on stability are most important,
the differences are not large. In reference 2 theso strengths
have been used in successfully predicting the effect of body
vortices on the pitching moments of high-tail airplanes.

COMPARISONSOFTHEORETICfiANDEXPERIMENTALVOR~KPATHS

Theoretical and experimental vortex path positions me
compared in figure 11. The experimental positions were
taken from the pitot-pressure contour plots (figs. 3 through
6). The theoretical path positions were computed by the
stepwise method (previously outlined) in which the vortex
strength is computed by equation (11) and varies with
distance z downstream (as shown in fig. 10 (a)). In addition,
cahdations were made by the stepwise procedure but with
the vortex strength held constant over the path length and
given by r/V=4aa, an amed relation to be mentioned
later. The F6ppl equilibrium positions for vortices in the
crossflow plane of a tmo-dimensional cylinder (ref. 6, p. 223)
are also presented in figure 11 merely for reference. All
stepwise path calculations were started at the most forward
body length positions at which pitot-premure surveys re-
vealed the presence of welldeflned vortices. Incremental
length spacings (Ap’s) of 25 percent of the body radius were
used, although Au’s of 60 percent of the radius were found
to be satisfactory. For the stepwise method in which 17/V
varies with z, the initial vortex strengths at the starting posi-
tions were assumed to be the same as those computed using
the measured vortm positions of this investigation and the
normal-force distributions in figure 8 of reference 3. In
general, the paths computed by this method axein very good
agreement with experiment. However, for a= 15° and Re=
0.39x 10eper inch, it appears that the initial vortex strength
calculated from experiment is too large, and as a result the
computed vortex position initially moves too far in the t
direction and not far enough in the q direction (aa shown in
the end view of fig. 11 (b)). However, with increase in
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FIGURE 11.—timparkarm of computed and experimental vortex oenter poeitione; M= 1.9s.

distanco downstream the strength computed by the stepwise
method decreasea at a suf%cientrate (see @g. 10 (a)) so that
the computed path agrees reasonably well with experiment
even though the initial vortex strength seems much tio large.
For the other test conditions the initirdstrengths seem to be
about right, and the agreement between the computed and
measured path positions is very good.

Further investigation into the computation of the paths

2
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o I

2

I

o I

2

I

o 1

2

I

o I
&o

reveskd that the vortex strengths only had to be approxim-
ated in order to compute the paths reasonably well. In
fact, it was found that the strengths could be w.swmed to
remain constant over the path lengths for each angle of
attack. For example, at all a’s the paths were satisfactorily
computed (see fig. 11) by aswming the strengths to be given
by r’/V=4a~, an expression which was merely chosen to
given the correct value of strength (according to fig. 10 (a))
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for a= 10° but which underestimates the strengths for 15°
and 20°.

It is interest@g to note that, although there was a con-
siderable effect on the body loading at 15° angle of attack
due to change in Reynolds number from 0.13X106 to
0.39X 10eper inch, there was only a small effect on the vortex
positions, and the vortex paths for both Reynolds numbers
can be computed reasonably well. Although there may be
larger effects on the paths due to greater changes in Reyn-
olds number, the data of this investigation indicate that the
effect of Reynolds number on the paths need be considered
only in determiningg the proper starting positions. As yet,
no reliable solution to the starting problem has been deter-
mined.

COMPARISONS OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL. DOWNWAEH
DISTRIBUTIONS THEOUGH TEE BODY VORTIC~

Comparisons of theoretical and experimental dowmrash
angle distributions along a line through the body vortices at
various length stations and at angles of attack of 10°, 15°,
and 20° are presented in figure 12. (Since the downsvash
surveys were made along horizontal lines paswing just a
little above or below the vortex centers, the ZJZ survey
locations are not quite equal to the T/a vortex center loca-
tions shown in figure 12.) For the test conditions of this
investigation the effect on the dowmvash distributions due
to change in Reynolds number was small. Typical com-
parisons of dowmvash distributions for Reynolds numbers of
0,13X10° per inch and 0.39x10e per inch are shown in
be 13. Since the Reynolds number effects were small,
only data for one Reynolds number (Re=O.39 X 10° per
inch) have been used for the comparisons with theory.

The comparisons of theory with experiment @g. 12) show
that the downwash distributions computed using ody the
potent.ird flow around the cylinder with 17/V=O are com-
pletely erroneous; whereas, the distributions computed
with the inclusion of a symmetrical pair of potential vor-
tices (and imag=) superimposed in the flow field agree well
with experiment except between and close to the vortex
centers. The dowmvash distributions which include the”
effects of potential vorticw (see eq. (2)) were computed
with values of vortex strength taken from figure 10 (a)
(eq. (11)) and also horn the assumed relation I’/V=4aCi.
Except for a=20° at z/d’s greater than 6.7 where the dis-
tributions computed with I’/V=4aa difler appreciably from
experiment, about the same agreement between theolT and
e.sperimentis obtained with either method of estimating the
strength. This, of course, is not surprising since the values
of vortex strength from the assumed formula and from ex-
periment only dMer markedly for a=20°.

Although the distributions computed with potential
vortices superimposed in the flow field agree well with ex-
periment at lateral positions (y’s) greater than about 1.5
body radii from the vertiwd axis of symmetry, the agree-
ment near the vortex cores is poor. Close to and through
the vortex cores the experimental distributions can be more
nearly duplicated by the assumption of viscous instead of
potential flow vortices (see eq. (6)). This is demonstrated
clearly in figure 12 (b) for a= 15° at z/d=8.8. For the
computed distributions in figure 12 (b) all of the core radii

(including images) were assumed to be equal and of the same
magnitude as the core radii estimated horn the mperi-
mental distribution (TX/a= 0.28, the y/a distance from the
vortex center to the maximum negative value of e). Theoret-
ically, the size of a core radius can be considered to be a
simple function of the kinematic viscosity and the time of
development of the vortex (see eq. (5)). However, without
a clearer understand@g of the time history and viscosity of
the vortices, it is diilicult to make a logical estimato of the
core size. For example, the product Vtcomputed from freo-
stream conditions indicatw that viscosity is of minor im-
portance, since the resulting magnitude of r~ by equation
(5) is negligibly small compared to the value indicated by
experiment.

At a=20° the agreement between theory and a\Teriment
is somewhat adversely ailected because of the effect of wake
shock waves (see &s. 12 (d), (e), (f), and (g)). Them shock
waves, which have been observed in previous visual studies
of the wake shed from incLinedflat-nosed cylinders (ref. 12)
and pointed bodies apparently are formed when the cross-
flow Mach number (~ sin a) exceeds about 0.6. The’
dowmvash data indicate that these waves move outboard
and toward the windward side of the body with increase in
distance downstrewn.

CONCLUSIONS

A body with a fineness-ratio-3, circular-arc, ogival nose
tangent to a cylind.rhd afterbody 7.3 diameters long has
been tested in the Ames 1- by,3-foot supersonic wind tunncd
No. 1 at a free-stream Mach number of 1.98. Pitot-pressum
distributions in the flow field, pressure distributions over the
body, and downwash measurements through the body
vortices have been obtained for angles of attack to 20°,
Pressure distributions on the body surface and pitot-pressuro
contours in the flow field have been used to determine tho
approximate positions at which the vortices left the body
surface and their paths downstream. An analysis of them
data in conjunction with n simple theoretical flow model,
which has been outlined in the report, has led to the following
conclusions:

1. The paths of symmetrically shed body vortices can be
computed quite accurately by the use of a simple stepwiso
method. However, in the application of this method, a
knowledge of the body normaI-force distribution and the
starting positions and strengths o: the vortices is required.
Additional research on the problem of predicting the starting
positions and strengths of the vortices is necessary.

2. Although not confirmed by detailed measurements of
the flow field, it appears that the strengths of the concen-
trated body vortices can be estimated from the normnl-forco
distributions and vortex positions.

3. Flow angle distributions through the body vorte.. re-
gions computed by assuming a pair of symmetric potential
vortices (and images) superimposed in the flow field agree
well with experiment, except between and through the
vortex core9.

AMESAERONAUTICALLABORATORY
NATIONALA&i-IsoRY CO~~ITTEEFORAERONAUTICIS

Mowmxrr l?nmD, CALrF.,May $1, 1966
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–. 80
-.71

Z %
–. 18
0

: :;

. ;;

1: :!
L24
L 42
L 78
2.13
2.49

$%
3.01
4.27
402
498
6.33

0.40

–: 3
–. 26
–. 46
–. 82

–L30
–L 76
–!2 30
-3. M
–3, cm
–0.2JI

li g
10, 50

-0.75
–0.04
–a 07
–& 33
–4. 08
-402
-4.27
-3.91
–3. 54
–3, ’20
-240
–2. 13
–L78
-L42
–L24
–1. 07

–. 89
–, 71
—. 63

:: %
o

.63

:!;
1.07
L24

:%
213
2.49
2E4
3.20
3, 50
4.27
4 9.s
5.07

–0.76
–L 40
–a 04
–&07
–6, 33
–4 03
–4 02
–4, 27
–3, 01
–3. 60
–2 34
– 2.40
–2 13
-L78
–142
~;,2#

–. 80
-.71

-.63

, ;;
.80

L 07
:2J

i 7s
2.13
2.49

;2
4.27
’408
fio7

-0.40
–. 03
–. 90

-L20
-L60
–LOU
–2. 40
–2. M
-3.67
~; &l

–4. 90

–0.76
–m 40
–h 07
~: ]$

–3. 50
–2. e4
–2. 40
–2 13
- L 78
–1!00
-L42
–L 24
–L07

–. 8Q
–. 71
–. 53
–. 30

.53
89

1:07
L 24
L 42
L 78
z 13
2.40
2.84
3.50
427

-0.40
-h 07
–4. 98
–4. 27
–3. 50
–2. 34
–2 40
–L78
–L42
–L24
–L07

–. 89
–. 71
—.

,H

: ;:

i l’;
L 24
L 42
L 78
2.13
2.49
3. %2
3.60
3.01
427
‘4 02
4.98
h 33

–2 10
–Li’5
–2 36
–3. 18
–4 35
:: ;;

– 10:76
– 1286
–:2 ;;

1.26
11.60
27’.36
20. HI
18.70
12, 05

–? R
– 1225
–13 00
– 10.88

–a 72
-7.15
-4.86
–4. 20
-3.59
-3.07
–2. 70
–2 35
-200

–0. 03
–9, 25
-13.41
-1407
-_l} g

1220
Z& 34
10.12
7.73

-1422
-l& 72
-1401
-1220
-8.25
–6. 33
-4.00
–3. 36
–3. 06
–2 85
– L 30
–L 27

.41

.R

.89

L 07
1, 24

L 42

L 78



INVESTIGATION OF WAKE VORTEX CHARAC71’ERISTT@OF AN INCIJITDD OGIVE-CYIJNDER BODY AT MACH NO. 2 875

TABLE II.-EXPERIMENTAL DOWNWA8H ANGLES MEAS-
URED THROUGH MODEL VORTICES AT MACH NUMBER
1.98, Re=O.13x I@ PER INCH

(a) .“ 0)

a=15°; x/d=8.8; z/cz=l.61 a=15°; zld= 10.2; z/a=l.82

~la ~ deg g/a ●, deg

– 6.75 –a 95 –6. 40
– 6.40

–Q 80
–1. 05 –5. 70 –. 80

–5. 67 –L 25 –4 98
–4. 98

–L30
–L50 –4. 27 – 1.70

–4. 27 – 1.75 –3. 56
–3. 56

–2 40
–246 . –285

–284
–3. 38

–3. 20 “ –249 –4. 20
–249 –4. 02 –2 13 –5. 38
–2 13 –5. 19 –L78 –7. 10
–L78 –6. 90 –L 42
–L42

–9. 73
– 10.06 –L24 –9. 90

–L24 –10.83 –L07 –9. 96
– 1.07 –10.84 –. 89
–. 89 – 10.15

–9. 12
–. 80

–. 71
–4. 62

6.83 . –. 71 6.77
–. 71 –. 62 16.07
–. 57 2; E
–. 36

2-433
19.91 .E 2233

–. 18 2488 .53
0

16.82
24.92 1$ !33
25.29 . %

.:: 19.93 –9: 00

.36 20.48 i %

.63
–9. 23

17.62 L24 –9. 10
a 31 L 42 –& 83

.:: –7. 60 L 78 –& 60
L 07 –9. 81 249 –3. 86
L24 -10.08 3.20 –2 57
L42 –9. 44 3.91
L 78

–L88
–6. 65 463

213
–L-44

–5 06 5.34
249

–L 05
–3. 80

284 –3. 25
3.66 –2 35
4.27 –L65
498 –L30
6.33 –L30
5.67 – 1.30
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